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Reinforced epoxy pipe

A

primary part of Frankfurt Airport’s

crucial. At night, when one of the runways/

(GRE) pipe systems are the cost effective

capacity expansion has been the runway

taxiways is closed for construction from 22:00

alternative to corrosion-prone metallic

development, including complete

until reopening by 05:00 the next morning, a

piping and non-reinforced thermoplastics.

reconstruction of the existing runways in small

small section of the old runway is completely

sections carried out during the nighttime.

removed, the new cable duct piping installed,

With manufacturing facilities in Singapore,

Fraport AG selected Bondstrand® Glassfiber

and a new 65cm cover of hot tarmac applied

Malaysia, The Netherlands, the USA, Saudi

Reinforced Epoxy (GRE) pipe with thermo-

in various layers and the lighting installed.

Arabia (joint venture) and Brazil combined
with a worldwide network of agents and

hardened characteristics and its superior
ring stiffness at elevated temperature.

Bondstrand® Glassfiber Reinforced Epoxy (GRE)

installers, Ameron offers the world’s most

pipe was selected by Fraport AG for its excellent

comprehensive line of GRE pipe.

Starting in the year 2003, today nearly

mechanical and physical properties. The stiffness

70,000 meters of Bondstrand® 3400 pipe

and stability of the product has proven to be

have been installed to feed electricity to

capable of handling the loads of compacted

the runway and taxiway lights. Easy to

tarmac mix at 130 °C during the cooling down

install Quick-Lock no-shave joints are used

period as well as the highest runway loading

to reduce overall construction time. As no

pressure anticipated, based on the A380-800

bonding is required, assembly of pipe and

Airbus with a 600 metric ton take-off weight.

fittings is an easy cut and fit operation.
The Ameron Fiberglass-Composite Pipe Group
Construction is performed in well-planned

offers the world’s most comprehensive line of

phases. As Frankfurt Airport is one of the

fiberglass pipe products for industry, oil & gas,

major air traffic hubs in the world, precision

offshore, marine and fuel handling applications.

planning for the nighttime reconstruction is

Bondstrand® Glassfiber Reinforced Epoxy

A section of old runway
is removed and new
Bondstrand® duct piping
installed quickly before the
new layers of hot tarmac
are poured.

Bondstrand®
Glassfiber Reinforced Epoxy (GRE) Pipe Systems

Oil & Gas

Industry

Retrofit

Manufacturer

Offshore

Marine

The proven way to move fluids

Ameron is a leading
manufacturer of Glassfiber
Reinforced Epoxy (GRE) pipe
systems with facilities in
North America, South America,
Europe and Asia-Pacific.
Ameron offers the world’s most
comprehensive line of GRE
products.

www.ameron-fpg.com
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FRA investing to secure
competitive future

In the period from 2007 to 2015, €7 billion will be invested in
Frankfurt Airport. The new Runway Northwest, which opened in
October 2011, will have the most important contribution to securing
the airport’s competitive future, as Dr Stefan Schulte, Chairman of
the Executive Board, Fraport AG, explained to Ross Falconer.

F

Schulte: “N
ow, with th
runway in
e opening
2011 and fu
of our new
ture termin
in 2012 an
al expansio
d beyond,
we are on
ns
a new age
the threshol
of growth.
d of
Building on
have a very
our history,
exciting fu
we
ture ahead
of us.”

rankfurt Airport is the largest and

The new capacity is driving the evolution of FRA

Strengthening FRA’s position

busiest airport in Germany and is among

into a dynamic airport city. There is a symbiotic

Frankfurt has naturally benefitted from the

the world’s top 10 hubs. The airport

relationship of traffic feeding airport cities

gradual recovery in the global economy. The

celebrated its 75th anniversary this year with

projects and vice versa,” explained Schulte.

German economy has proven to be robust

a unique event held right on the new Runway

KPMG recently transferred more than 2,100

and international exports remain strong,

Northwest. Called ‘Happy Landings’, Fraport’s

staff, consolidating various Frankfurt area

particularly in emerging markets. “Thanks to

public festival on 25 and 26 June celebrated

offices to the Squaire complex at Frankfurt

our huge global route network and numerous

its past achievements and future opportunities.

Airport. Simultaneously, KPMG has designated

carriers at FRA – and a strong home base

Some 60,000 people from the region, plus 20,000

FRA as its new European headquarters,

carrier and system partner in Lufthansa/Star

airport staff with families – a total of 40,000

which was formerly based in London.

Alliance – we have rebounded quickly and

per day – enjoyed a static display of aircraft, a

“The phased 50% increase in runway capacity

strongly from the economic crisis that also

multimedia pavilion, live music, live radio and

opens up tremendous opportunities for the many

hit aviation hard,” said Schulte. “Frankfurt

TV broadcasts, as well as exhibition stands from

existing players at FRA, as well as new entrants

is the home of the growing Lufthansa A380

various Fraport departments and airport partners.

interested in the location and operational

fleet, which has received new planes and new

The much-anticipated new runway will

advantages of our growing mega-hub. First and

destinations this year. The superjumbo will

ultimately result in a 50% increase in

foremost, FRA is an intercontinental transfer

continue to drive our traffic in the future along

FRA’s overall runway capacity.

hub for network carriers and not really suited

with the new runway and terminal capacity

“This will mean we will be able to increase

to low-cost airlines. The LH/Star Alliance

that airlines are already gearing up for.”

flight frequencies on certain routes, add new

carriers currently account for about two-thirds

Schulte also explained that because of the

destinations, and attract new airlines to FRA.

of the traffic at FRA,” commented Schulte.

capacity expansion at FRA, the effect of the

6
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The new Terminal 3 is a demand-driven facility to be built in phases. Construction is scheduled to start
in 2013 and the first phase is expected to go into operation in 2016/17.

Schulte: “The phased 50% increase in runway
capacity opens up tremendous opportunities for
the many existing players at FRA, as well as new
entrants interested in the location and operational
advantages of our growing mega-hub.”

German aviation tax is not seen in its traffic

in a European metropolitan region. Underlying

6.5.1 (‘Airport operations plan definition’).

figures. “Nevertheless, implementation of

all of this, we have created a Sustainability

“This project developed a new approach in

the German aviation tax distorts competition,

Management department to link sustainable

bridging airport operations with air traffic

weakens the German aviation industry and

principles throughout the airport company

control, with the goal of developing the

also puts the airlines at a disadvantage

and other stakeholder partners at FRA.”

link between the Airport Operations Center

because they cannot completely pass on this

While the airport is actively engaged in a range

and the ATM Network,” said Schulte. “We

tax to the end-consumer,” he commented.

of environmental initiatives, noise is the one

consider SESAR to be vital for Europe.”

“If you look at our traffic growth this year to

area that generates the most concern from its

date, it has not really been a factor for us.”

neighbours. The lengthy and extensive approval

The Fraport portfolio

The capacity expansion and redevelopment of

phase for the Airport Expansion Program

Fraport’s portfolio of 13 airports includes

FRA’s existing terminal facilities, the ‘Great to

dealt with these issues in detail. “We are

major-owned airports (Frankfurt, Antalya, Lima,

have you here’ customer service initiative, as

pushing ahead with our active noise abatement

Burgas and Varna) as well as minority-owned

well as the development of world-class airport

programme and stay in close dialogue with

airports (Hanover, Delhi, St. Petersburg, Xi’an)

city projects, will strengthen its position in

concerned neighbours,” commented Schulte.

and airports where it has a management

the future. In recent years, annual investment

ATC’s reconfiguring of flight routes due to the

contract (Cairo, Riyadh, Jeddah, Dakar). Many

in FRA has reached 11 billion, as part of the

implementation of the new runway is also an

years ago, Fraport was actively involved as an

17 billion investment to 2015. If investments

issue that has been addressed. The success

airport consultant. “This evolved into becoming

made by Lufthansa and other airport users,

of noise reduction via new engine and aircraft

a full-fledged manager of airports around the

major real estate developments such as The

technologies is also something that Schulte

globe. Growth in foreign markets helped us

Squaire, Gateway Gardens and the Mönchhof

believes must be communicated more in future.

weather the traffic and economic storms in the

logistics park are added in, this investment

Fraport is also directly involved in SESAR as

past, but Frankfurt is poised for more growth

volume at FRA exceeds well over 110 billion.

a partner in the SEAC consortium of major

in the future thanks to our timely capacity

European airports. Recently, SEAC won

expansion,” explained Schulte. “Simultaneously,

a SESAR innovation award for its Project

our strategy is to continue growing our external

Environmental sustainability
The new Terminal 3 is a demand-driven facility
to be built in phases. Construction is scheduled
to start in 2013 and the first phase is expected
to go into operation in 2016/17. Some eco/
energy elements used in Pier A-Plus will be
applied to Terminal 3. FRA is committed to
environmental sustainability and was the first
airport to be accredited under ACI EUROPE’s
Airport Carbon Accreditation initiative.
“Our new buildings at FRA feature energy-saving
and carbon reducing technologies and concepts.
For example, our first new carbon neutral
building is Fire Station 4, which has been built
next to the new Runway Northwest. Fraport’s
overall goal at FRA is to reduce CO2 emissions
per traffic unit – one passenger or 100kg of
freight – by 30% by 2020,” said Schulte. “Other
initiatives include protecting the biodiversity
of plants and animals, major reforestation
to offset trees cut down for the expansion
programme, and major support of the RhineMain Region Park – the largest system of its kind

The airport ce
lebrated its 75
th anniversar
Landings’ – he
y this year wi
ld right on th
th a unique ev
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us 20,000 air
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ople from
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d TV broadcas
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departments
ts, as well as
and airport pa
rtners.
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The new runway, which opened on 21 October, will ultimately result in a 50% increase in FRA’s overall
runway capacity. It initially increases the airport’s runway capacity from 82 to 90 movements per hour –
and eventually by 50% to more than 120 movements per hour.

business beyond Frankfurt. We are constantly

advantage of new growth coming after the

After a complex multi-year planning approval

on the lookout for opportunities worldwide.

recent global financial and economic crisis. The

phase, Fraport started implementing its

We are not a finance investor – like a bank, for

development of FRA and Fraport as a diversified

Airport Expansion Program in 2009. “Now,

example – but are interested in more majority

business with aeronautical and non-aeronautical

with our new runway opening and future

stakes so that we can bring the full extent

business pillars has been important, too.

terminal expansions in 2012 and beyond, we

of our expertise into play. Projects in Brazil,

FRA wants to maintain its role as one of the leading

are on the threshold of a new age of growth.

Europe and elsewhere have been tentatively

international hubs in global aviation, and to earn

Building on our history, we have a very exciting

announced to the marketplace. We will have to

a good share of the future growth in aviation.

future ahead of us,” concluded Schulte.

wait and see which projects are interesting to
us, which models are being offered by various
governments, and which ones we could win.”

Exciting future
Today, Fraport is a very strong company and
its FRA home base is well positioned, with
new capacities coming on stream, to take

Schulte: “Frankfurt is the home of the growing
Lufthansa A380 fleet, which has received new
planes and new destinations this year. The
superjumbo will continue to drive our traffic in the
future along with the new runway and terminal
capacity that airlines are already gearing up for.”

KPMG recently transferred more than 2,100 staff, consolidating various
Frankfurt area offices to the Squaire complex at Frankfurt Airport.
Simultaneously, KPMG has designated FRA as its new European
headquarters, which was formerly based in London.
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FRA inaugurates
new fourth runway
Frankfurt Airport opened its
much-awaited new runway
on 21 October 2011. German
Chancellor Angela Merkel’s
government A319 was the first
aircraft to land on the new
2.8km Runway Northwest,
which is used for landings only.
Also in attendance were Hesse
Prime Minister Volker Bouffier,
Frankfurt am Main Lord Mayor
Petra Roth, Lufthansa CEO
Christoph Franz and other
business and political leaders.

T

he new runway initially increases capacity

Dr Stefan Schulte, Executive Board Chairman

from 82 to 90 movements per hour – and

of Fraport, explained that 40% of the airport’s

eventually by 50% to more than 120

traffic is intercontinental, while two-thirds

movements per hour. In the medium-term, the

of all intercontinental traffic in and out of

airport’s plans foresee increasing capacity to

Germany flies via FRA. “This underscores the

around 100 movements per hour by 2015 – and

real function of our airport: to serve as the

with expected annual traffic growth of +4-7%,

gateway to the world for Germany and the

FRA could be handling 65 million passengers

German economy. No other airport in Germany

per year by that time (throughput was 53 million

can take over this function, which is why the

in 2010). Eventually, runway capacity will grow

expansion of Frankfurt Airport is so important

by a total of 50% to about 126 movements

to the country and to the economy of Hesse

per hour – meaning 50 percent more FRA!

and Germany,” he said. “This new runway will

Addressing the 400 present, Merkel described

allow Frankfurt Airport finally to overcome its

the airport as one of the most important

capacity constraints and to offer the international

air hubs in Europe and a key engine of

aviation industry growth opportunities once

growth, which is of crucial importance for

again. Equally important, finally we will be able

Germany as an export nation. Chancellor

to deliver our airlines and passengers even

Merkel added that the new runway “is an

better punctuality and quality of service now.”

expression of the future sustainability of

Dr Schulte also addressed the recently-announced

Germany as an economic location”.

temporary ban on night flights (23:00-05:00)
imposed by the supreme court of the state of

In the foreground: Frankfurt am Main Lord Mayor
Petra Roth; Dr Stefan Schulte, Executive Board
Chairman, Fraport; German Chancellor Angela
Merkel; and Hesse Prime Minister Volker Bouffier.

Hesse. “Urgently and very soon, we need a
pragmatic ruling – which is absolutely normal
throughout our industry – for delayed departure
flights that need to take-off in the night hours,
just like at every other airport. We cannot have a
situation whereby a fully loaded A380 is forced
to stay on the ground and unload its passengers
just because its departure slot has been delayed

cellor Angela
German Chan
at the new
th
Merkel said
the
expression of
runway “is an
rmany
Ge
of
y
ilit
ab
future sustain
ic location”.
as an econom

one minute past 23:00,” he said. “Furthermore,
our role as Germany’s ‘Gateway to the World’
is the reason why we are so concerned about
the night-time ban being imposed on us by
the Hesse Administrative High Court. Basically,
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Ammeraal Beltech’s vital role at
FRAPORT baggage handling system

A

mmeraal Beltech supports FRAPORT

supply low noise belting solutions in the public

with reliable conveying products and

area to guarantee relaxed travelling on an

services in their Baggage Handling

airport. The needed speed of modern baggage

System to fulfil the demands of passengers

handling system up to 12 m/s, handling of

and goods for safety transport without

more than 50,000 pieces of baggage per hour

delay or in minimum connecting time.

would not be possible without this company.

As partner of the worldwide aviation industry

Ammeraal Beltech played a vital role in

the company helped, to guarantee safe and

supporting FRAPORT`s needs of synthetic

reliable transfer of baggage to avoid excessive

belting solution and services in their baggage

cost to re-route baggage that misses a flight. The

handling system since decades. From spare

company provide belting solutions from check-

part supply until extension projects such as

in, to sorting systems until loading of aircrafts.

Terminal 1. The extension of central transfer

The understanding of downtime in a baggage

connection to the new railway station is one

handling system is an everyday business for

of many dedicated baggage handling system

the company, because the cost destroys

projects were the company was involved

with experience, competence, dedicated

profitability and throughput of an Airport.

as supplier of required belting needs.

project management, customer performance

Belting product improvements support the

Global Airport cities and global baggage

The knowledge of Ammeraal Beltech increases

needs of substantiality and required energy

handling system provider prove the company as

the productivity and reliability of nearly every

savings in on an Airport. Years the company

innovative and service oriented belting supplier

baggage handling system worldwide.

support 24/7, design and custom engineering.

Belts for the Airport Industry

From check-in to baggage reclaim, Ammeraal
Beltech provides the best belting solution
to easily convey different types of luggage
to its destination. Through our unique
combination of experience, market expertise
and engineering know-how we are able
to develop the right belt with the highest
availability, reliability and lowest power
consumption and operating costs for airports
of all sizes.

Ammeraal Beltech supplies the world’s major
original equipment manufacturers of logistics
and automation systems. Their confidence
in our belts is your guarantee of safe and
reliable baggage handling.
Ammeraal Beltech Process and Conveyor belts
have profiles especially suited for transport
of roller suitcases and meet the demands
of the world‘s major original equipment
manufacturers for safe and reliable baggage
handling during check-in.

For example: A66 – our unique profile for
modern check-in systems which makes
inclined conveying possible.
Ammeraal Beltech B.V.
Handelsstraat 1, P.O. Box 38
1700 AA Heerhugowaard, Netherlands
T: +31 (0)72 575 12 12
F: +31 (0)72 574 33 64
info@ammeraalbeltech.com
www.ammeraalbeltech.com
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2.8km Runway
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is “of crucial importance for Germ
as “a key engine of growth” that

this is because of the importance of overnight
operations for cargo in an international economy
that is increasingly organised via the global

Facts and figures – FRA’s Runway Northwest

division of labour; but also, in particular, because
the temporary ban comes at such short notice just
before the start of the new winter timetable.”

Complexity of the expansion

•E
 cological Compensation Measures:

The German supreme court in Leipzig is

Required area: about 220 ha (about 3,600m by 530m)

€160 million (covering an area of

expected to make a final decision on the

• Earthmoving: approx. 2.5 million cubic meters

approximately 2,300 hectares)

night-flight ban in the spring of 2012.

• Paved surface (concrete/asphalt):

New services planned
Even without the extra runway capacity, Frankfurt
Airport saw passenger numbers surge by 7% in
the first eight months of 2011, with domestic
traffic up 8.3%, European traffic up 13.0% and
non-European traffic up a more modest 0.9%.
The number of allowable aircraft movements will
only be allowed to rise gradually once the new
runway opens. However, new services already
launched early in the Winter 2011/12 schedule
include new Lufthansa services to Aberdeen
(three daily flights), Klagenfurt (two weekly
flights), London Gatwick (two daily flights) and
Rio de Janeiro (five times weekly). The airline has

approx. 440,000sqm
• 5 taxiway overpasses and 2
perimeter-road bridges
• Tunnel for Okrifteler Road: approx 600m
(plus about 450-m hutch road section)
and relocation of Okrifteler Road
• 2 transformer stations and
new FRA Fire Station 4
• More than 700 shafts, 2 storage
basins, 8 filter basins, 2 culverts
• About 100km of cable (power
and communications lines)
• About 60km of drainage channels

Compensation Measures
About 282 hectares of forest had to
give way to the new runway.
Compensation measures included:
• 288 hectares of re-forestation
spread over 13 areas throughout the
Frankfurt/Rhine-Main region
• Creation of 112 hectares of new
floodplain forest along the Rhine
River near the town of Trebur
• Ecological upgrading of over 2,000
hectares of existing woods
in the airport vicinity
• Relocation of 11,372 frogs and toads,

also announced its intention to start service to
Mexico City next March, with five weekly flights.

Fraport AG’s Investment

805 lizards, 17 ant populations, 300 tree

Fraport is investing 17 billion in Frankfurt Airport

• Construction costs: €600 million (including

stumps inhabited by stag beetle larvae,

in the period from 2007 to 2015. The westward
extension of Terminal 1, known as Pier A-Plus,
will open in 2012, while the first phase of
Terminal 3, which will ultimately have an annual
capacity of 25 million passengers, is scheduled
to be complete in late 2016 or early 2017.

the tunnel, taxiway bridges, drainage
structures, runway lighting and the new Fire

rare locusts and several rare plants
• Birds and bats were provided with 281

Station 4, relocation of the RWE electricity

nesting boxes, and 350 nesting holes

substations and high-tension power lines)

were creating by drilling into trees.
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Groundbreaking friction testers

S

candinavian Airport and Road Systems

outstanding design to sales, delivery on time

models and the safety of the operators

AB (SARSYS) is a world leading producer

and lifelong support to all customers worldwide.

and end users are very important, and are

of friction testers for airports and roads.

Since SARSYS is a unique manufacturer of

used as a guideline for the SARSYS design

SARSYS friction testers are groundbreaking

friction testing equipment, it produces 95%

department, which guarantees the optimal

as regards design and manufacturing and also

of all components for the measuring system,

performance of the Volvo, VW Transporter

highly successfully marketed. SARSYS friction

made in highly resistant aluminium and stainless

car/van measuring system and is covered by

testers are built into the VOLVO V70 and the VW

steel. Furthermore, the design of the different

a full warranty from Volvo and Volkswagen.

TRANSPORTER. SARSYS has produced more
than 180 units worldwide and more than 250
units are under the service and maintained by
SARSYS technicians or associated technicians.
With new thinking and future needs, the product
line was increased and today covers all markets
when it comes to measuring the friction on
airports and roads. The knowledge of building
friction testing equipment was implemented
into the V70 (Volvo) and the VW Transporter,
and the cooperation SARSYS has with Volvo
and Volkswagen has the same high standard
and quality as with the former manufacturer.
The key-words for SARSYS are RELIABILITY,
SAFETY and QUALITY AT ALL LEVELS, from
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Frankfurt airport opens historic
new runway; European #1
ranking in sight as Lufthansa
looks to grow network and hub
By Ralph Anker, Editor, anna.aero

F

but Frankfurt’s traffic increased by just 10%.

markets (shown in light green) are Canada,

Lufthansa is the dominant carrier at the airport

China and India. At present a total of 96

and accounts for over 60% of scheduled seat

foreign countries are served by direct non-

capacity and around 65% of all scheduled

stop flights from Frankfurt, including weekly

flights, making it over 15 times bigger than

flights to Cape Verde, Georgia, Jamaica,

its nearest rival, Condor, the leisure airline

Pakistan, the Seychelles, Syria, Tajikistan,

owned by the Thomas Cook Group. Thanks

Tanzania, Trinidad & Tobago, and Turkmenistan.

to Lufthansa, Star Alliance members account

Interestingly, none of these markets is actually

for around 70% of seat capacity at the airport.

served non-stop by Lufthansa at this time.

Despite this, each week the airport welcomes

According to destatis figures for 2010, the

over 100 scheduled airlines other than

leading individual routes are to Berlin Tegel,

Lufthansa to the financial heart of Germany.

Hamburg, London Heathrow, Vienna and Munich.
The first three of these are the only routes
with more than one million annual passengers.

city in Germany in terms of its population,

US and Germany battle for
leading country market status

but its position as the financial centre

Analysis of German government statistics

O’Hare, Washington, Dubai and New York JFK.

rankfurt may only be the fifth biggest

The busiest long-haul routes are to Chicago

of the country (and arguably of Europe), has

reveals that last year the airport handled

helped the city’s airport to be the biggest in

almost the same number of passengers on

Germany for many years. Lufthansa’s decision

domestic flights as it did on transatlantic flights

germanwings starts first
route; other LCCs to follow?

to make the airport its biggest hub has also

to the US. Due to its central position, the

The opening of the fourth runway and the

helped the airport to become the third busiest

airport ranks only third for domestic traffic in

resultant increase in available runway capacity

in Europe with 53 million passengers in 2010,

Germany, after both Munich and Berlin Tegel.

presents opportunities for new and existing

beaten only by London Heathrow (65.7 million

Apart from the US, other leading long-haul

carriers at the airport to develop their networks.

passengers) and Paris CDG (58.2 million).
The opening of a third parallel runway (and
fourth in total) at Frankfurt airport marks a
significant moment in the airport’s history.
Having seen passenger numbers grow by
76% between 1991 and 2000, traffic grew by
less than 10% during the subsequent decade,
partly as a result of capacity constraints. In
both 1991 and 2002, Frankfurt airport had
precisely 35.5% of the total German airport
market, while passenger numbers in the
country grew by over 70% in the intervening
11 years. However, 2003 saw the emergence
of German low-cost carriers (germanwings
and Hapag-Lloyd Express, which became hlx
and was then absorbed into TUIfly.com) in the
German market, with their growth focused away
from major hubs and instead targeting major
regional airports. As a result, between 2002 and
2008 Frankfurt’s share of the German market
fell from 35.5% to 28.0%. During this period
German airport traffic as a whole grew by 40%,
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Condor, the leisure airline owned by the Thomas
Cook Group, launched two new African routes
from its Frankfurt base in November, including a
twice-weekly service to Nairobi.

The following table is a summary of known new
services planned to start from the beginning of
the winter season (30 October 2011) onwards.

The launch this winter of services to three new
UK destinations (Aberdeen, East Midlands
and London Gatwick) by members of the
Lufthansa Group suggests that the carrier
may be considering trying to emulate KLM at
Amsterdam in creating an attractive alternative
connecting hub for passengers in the UK

Destination		

Airline		Launch date	WF (comment)

Aberdeen			

Lufthansa		

30 October 2011

21

the new weekly service to Pristina marks the

Baltimore/Washington		

Condor		

2 July 2012		

2

airline’s first route from its parent company’s

Banjul			

Condor		

1 November 2011

1

Dubrovnik			

Lufthansa		

25 March 2012

1

airport for its sister company and whether it

East Midlands		

bmi regional

31 October 2011

16

could be used as a strategic tool in competing

Klagenfurt			

Lufthansa		

5 November 2011

2

London Gatwick		

Lufthansa		

30 October 2011

14

Milan Bergamo		

Air Dolomiti

21 December 2011

12

nearest rival in the German market, airberlin,

Moscow Vnukovo		

Lufthansa		

25 March 2012

14

has less than 2% of flights at the airport and

Nairobi			

Condor		

4 November 2011

2

Pristina			

germanwings

5 November 2011

1 (first FRA route)

Rijeka			

Condor		

5 May 2012

1

easyJet, Norwegian and Vueling) currently

Rio de Janeiro		

Lufthansa		

30 October 2011

5 (resumption)

operate to Frankfurt, though clickair, the

San Juan			

Condor		

21 December 2011

2

Salzburg			

Lufthansa		

30 October 2011

28 (replacing Austrian)

Tokyo Haneda		

ANA		

21 January 2012

3

March 2009. Although Norwegian tentatively

Toronto			

Condor		

22 June 2012

2

announced plans to serve Frankfurt from

Usedom/Heringsdorf		

airberlin		

5 May 2012

1

regions wishing to travel around the world.
For Lufthansa’s low-cost subsidiary germanwings,

biggest base. This raises the interesting question
of what else Lufthansa may have in mind at the

with the potential threat of other LCCs, or
even airberlin, that might now be interested
in expanding at the airport. Lufthansa’s

serves just two destinations with at least daily
flights; Berlin Tegel and Palma de Mallorca.
None of Europe’s four major LCCs (Ryanair,

Spanish LCC which merged with Vueling to
create the ‘new’ Vueling, operated daily flights
from Barcelona between March 2007 and

Copenhagen this winter, the carrier subsequently
changed its mind. However, as airlines continue
to finalise their plans for the summer 2012

Source: anna.aero new route database as of 11 November 2011

season, it seems likely that further new route
announcements involving Frankfurt will be made.
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FRA’s mainstay Sheraton,
Steigenberger and InterCity
hotels were joined in summer
2010 by the Park Inn Hotel
(Radisson Group) that opened
at Gateway Gardens.
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The attractive commercial
sites and diverse range of real
estate being developed at FRA
make Frankfurt Airport City an
interesting business location.
To meet the requirements of a
modern business location well
into the future, real estate and
land property are continuously
being developed, as Christoph
Hommerich, Fraport’s VP Real
Estate, explained.

FRA’s pioneering
Real Estate
developments

he pioneering Frankfurt Airport

Known as ‘Airport City West’, the entire Ticona

Two Hiltons, a luxury and a Hilton Garden

Center 1 at Terminal 1 and Frankfurt

site will be redeveloped in the coming years.

Inn, are scheduled to open their doors at The

Airport Center 2 at Terminal 2

‘The Propeller’ office complex – the footprint

Squaire complex in spring 2012. Once the new

have long served as a model for other

of the building resembles a propeller – is

Pier A-Plus – for six million passengers annually

airports in Germany and worldwide.

being planned by Fraport at a site directly

– goes into service next summer, space will be

“Today, various exciting new office projects

in front of Terminal 2 and is targeted at

freed up at the existing Pier A to create FRA’s

are sprouting up like mushrooms around

external customers desiring proximity to the

eighth hotel on the rooftop of the pier: a mini

Frankfurt Airport City to meet the growing

terminals. Fraport Immobilienservice und

hotel for transfer passengers who want a room

demand from aviation as well as external

–entwicklungs GmbH & Co. KG (a wholly-

for a few hours before their connecting flight.

firms,” said Hommerich. “Fraport itself is

owned Fraport company) is also courting

“Then we will have the entire spectrum covered

getting two new office buildings near Airport

external tenants for its ‘Gate 16’ concept – a

and FRA will indeed be very accommodating

Entrance 3 between Terminals 1 and 2: ‘The

dazzling architectural office building that could

for travellers and visitors,” said Hommerich.

Winglet’ for Fraport’s ground handling and

rise on a plot near the entrance to Gateway

airport operations has been completed.

Gardens and close to the airport terminals.

CargoCity South

‘The Cockpit’, Fraport’s new corporate

Also at Gateway Gardens, construction of HQ

With almost 2.3 million metric tons of

headquarters building, is under construction and

office facilities for Condor and DB Schenker

cargo in 2010, FRA consistently ranks

scheduled for first occupancy in late-2012.”

is progressing. Meanwhile, The Squaire

among the top 10 airports in the world.

Housing around 700 staff, the new corporate

project is exceeding 80% capacity thanks to

Fraport’s marketing of newly created space

headquarters will feature a flexible workgroup

Lufthansa’s recent letter of intent to become

at FRA’s CargoCity South has begun in

office concept with state-of-the-art furnishings,

a major office tenant at this ‘horizontal

earnest. “The 27-hectare expansion of

equipment, IT, climate control, acoustics and

skyscraper’ located on the rooftop of FRA’s

CargoCity South will strengthen FRA’s

lighting. The environmentally-friendly design

Long-distance Train Station near Terminal 1.

attractiveness as an air cargo location and

won the top gold sustainability award from

enhance its position within the overall global

the German Society for Sustainable Building.

HotelCity FRA

logistics chain,” explained Hommerich.

Fraport is taking over an existing but relatively

“Frankfurt Airport City will soon boast eight

The coveted spaces will be assigned in a

new office building located at the former

hotels,” commented Hommerich. FRA’s mainstay

three-phase procedure. Fraport wants to

Ticona plant site adjacent to the new Runway

Sheraton, Steigenberger and InterCity hotels

guarantee a fair and equitable assignment

Northwest. Fraport bought this site as part

were joined in summer 2010 by the Park Inn

of development space. With the three-

of the runway expansion and will move staff

Hotel (Radisson Group) that opened at Gateway

phase procedure, Fraport also aims to

there from other locations. The reception

Gardens. A fifth hotel, also at Gateway Gardens,

ensure optimum use of space and achieve

hall spans all three floors of the H-shaped

will be completed in late-2011 by Bauwens

maximum synergy effects by complementing

building located near green areas.

Gruppe to house the budget Meininger Hotel.

or improving existing space utilisation.
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Wanzl Passenger
Handling Services
than 60 years, is the world market leader for

packages, with services ranging from project

shopping trolleys. Wanzl has production plants

planning, procurement and financing to system

in Germany, France, the Czech Republic and

implementation and start-up, and right through

China, as well as branches and agencies in all

to daily operation, including the supply of trolleys

important markets worldwide. This commitment

and Vending Units plus additional maintenance.

underlines the company philosophy of a local

Depending on passenger numbers and airport

presence for customers across the world.

infrastructure, the service can finance itself

Wanzl offers airports around the world a

through the income generated by the luggage

complete product range of luggage trolleys for

trolleys. Wanzl Passenger Guidance Systems

the comfortable handling of baggage, as well as

guide the flows of passengers and, through the

airside trolleys for transit and duty-free shopping.

use of controlled access systems, such as the

Compatible products are also available for the

eGate control system, ensure the rapid, precise

efficient and time-saving collection of trolleys.

and tamper-proof checking of passengers.

W

As a system supplier, Wanzl also offers the

As a premium supplier, Wanzl guarantees

anzl is one of the worldwide

option of taking responsibility for the complete

top quality for all airport solutions, for all

leaders in the development and

Trolley Management and Trolley Monitoring

aspects from the sourcing of raw materials

manufacture of luggage trolleys,

process, from the planning stage through to the

and product processing right through to

Passenger Guidance Systems, high-quality

delivery of a turnkey solution, in cooperation

delivery. Customised products can, of course,

shopfitting systems and logistics solutions – and,

with Airport Cart Service GmbH, a subsidiary

also be developed on request – completely

as a pioneer in self-service systems for more

of Wanzl GmbH. ACS offers individual service

tailored to individual customer requirements.
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The Mönchhof site is the
largest block of undeveloped
commercially zoned land in
the Rhine-Main area, spanning
a total area of 110 hectares.
Situated right by the Main
River, it is only 7 minutes
from Frankfurt Airport and
CargoCity. The site is being
developed and marketed by
Fraport Immobilienservice
und -entwicklungs GmbH
& Co. KG, a wholly-owned
subsidiary of Fraport. Its
Managing Director, Gitta MirAli, spoke to Ross Falconer.
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Mönchhof
marketing
ahead of
schedule

we are ahead of schedule to be fully marketed by

German headquarters at Mönchhof. The

2019,” commented Mir-Ali. “The development

Expeditors complex includes a 2,700sqm office

will also have a significant impact in terms of job

building for sales and administration, plus a

creation. Importantly, the Mönchhof site will have

4,000sqm logistics hall for handling airfreight

6,500 employees at the end of the marketing

and for distributing products and goods.

period; there are 1,000 at the moment.”

The lease agreement lasts for 11 years.

Fraport acquired the Mönchhof site in 2005,

In another significant development, Rewe, the

at which time Fraport Immobilienservice was

German supermarket and retail group, has

established to develop and market the land.

acquired a 120,000sqm site at Mönchhof for

Commencement of infrastructure works and sale

constructing a cold storage food warehouse.

of the first plots of land took place in 2007.

Rewe will initially build a 28,000sqm storage

“There is perfect infrastructure at the site, with

hall, which can be expanded to 41,600sqm.

easy access to the autobahns and also the B43.

T

A bus transfer is already in place and a local

Gateway Gardens

he Mönchhof development concept

train station is planned. It is very advantageous

Gateway Gardens, which features 35 hectares of

concentrates on logistics, large-scale

that Mönchhof is close to the airport. We have

gross building land and around 700,000sqm of

commercial use by companies running

had mostly German interest, but also a US

gross floor space, is a public-private partnership;

airport-related businesses, and complementary

logistics company – Expeditors. There has also

three private companies – Fraport, Groß &

service providers. The plans call for the

been significant interest from companies that

Partner and OFB Projektentwicklungs – are

entire site to be marketed by 2019.

cooperate with the airport,” explained Mir-Ali.

jointly involved in the project in cooperation

“The marketing is going very well. Out of the

“The Mönchhof site runs along the edge of the

with the City of Frankfurt. By 2020, Gateway

total of 700,000sqm, 360,000sqm has been

Rhine River, which gives a very nice atmosphere

Gardens will include space for offices and

marketed so far. Concluded purchase contracts

and adds value to the location. There is also 10

services; hotels; space for conferences, trade

include very large companies such as DHL. We

hectares dedicated to parkland on the site.”

shows and exhibitions; recreational facilities;

are pleased to have been so successful already;

Expeditors International has built its new

restaurants, bars and shops; and educational and
research institutions. The goal is to forge a lively
environment that will provide fresh stimulus to
the region and achieve international importance.
A 55,000sqm airline catering facility has
already been realised for LSG Sky Chefs,
while a Park Inn Hotel, operated by the
Rezidor Hotel Group, opened in July 2010.
“Condor will open its new group headquarters
at Gateway Gardens soon,” explained Mir-Ali.
“The building will have seven floors and a total
of 10,000sqm.” The flight operations centre
and a training centre with flight simulator
unit will be located inside. In addition to the
space for Condor, an additional 3,000sqm
of space can be leased in small units.
“In addition, Gate 16 is an office building
located at the entrance to Gateway Gardens.
It has been designed by a famous architects –
KSP Engel und Zimmermann,” added Mir-Ali.

MARK YOUR DIARIES 2012
t h e a c i e v e n t t h at b r i n g s e u r o p e a n d a s i a t o g e t h e r t o s h a r e s t r at e g i e s f o r s u c c e s s

h o st e d by:

h o m e to t h e ac i a i r p o rt
o p e r at i o n s c o n f e r e n c e
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Pier A-Plus will increase the airport’s retail space
by 10,000sqm, with 60 new shops and restaurants.
Four modern, attractive and innovative shopping
areas are being created on two levels.

Fraport has an ambitious strategy to increase the amount of retail space in Frankfurt Airport’s
terminals and further grow the business. This expanded range of shops, restaurants and service
outlets will expand the global attractiveness of the FRA hub. Ute Pohl, Head of Airport Retailing,
Fraport, outlined the strategy to Ross Falconer.

F

rankfurt Airport currently has 32,000sqm

total revenue at FRA, while contributing 42% to

said has been very beneficial. “A significant

of commercial space across its two

the overall result before taxes and depreciation

proportion of the current retail at the airport is

terminals – 20,000sqm dedicated to retail

in 2010. 1160 million was generated from the

located landside; our target is to increase the

outlets and 12,000sqm to food and beverage.

lease of shops, restaurants and advertising

offer airside,” she said. “For Pier A-Plus, the

“The ideal commercial mix depends on the

space at FRA in 2010 – 190.3 million from

tender process started in December 2010 and

profile of the passengers. There is a need to be

retail, 143.6 million from food and beverage/

we invited more than 800 potential tenants to

as flexible as possible. The ideal mix for Frankfurt

services, and 126.3 million from advertising.

participate. Contracts were signed in April 2011.”

is a combination of local brands and well-known,

The new Pier A-Plus at Terminal 1 opens in July

Pier A-Plus will increase the airport’s retail

successful international brands, to ensure high

2012 and retail considerations were integrated

space by 10,000sqm, with 60 new shops and

identification in the airport,” explained Pohl.

into the earliest planning stages for the facility.

restaurants. Four modern, attractive and

Fraport’s strategy is clearly working, with Retail

It is the first time the airport has been able

innovative shopping areas are being created on

and Real Estate producing strong revenue and

to consider retail at the outset of such an

two levels. The retail space will be concentrated

high margins. Together, they generate 18% of

infrastructure project, an approach that Pohl

in the airside area of the pier and is expected to

ADVERTISING FEATURE

Bank hard into
the curve

H

ub Frankfurt. Precisely timed slots, high passenger
numbers, short transfer times – international traffic hub
for 75 years. We are proud to have a share in this success

story. After all: our curves are the best in the world. That’s not
what we say, rather our partners in the logistics sectors of almost
all airports in the world. Transnorm curves between deserts, sea
and the Main Metropolis. What is important today in baggage
handling technology? And why are solutions from Transnorm
implemented again and again? Let’s talk about values.
The management of flight baggage is one of the most demanding

Best-in-class

applications of materials handling technology. A most heterogeneous
spectrum of loads to be conveyed punctually at top speed.

BHS Airport Modules

System failures? Unthinkable. In this area of stress the belt curve
technology of Transnorm is considered legendary. Here, with
good reason we enjoy the status of world market leader, who
manages again and again to make proven technology even more
reliable and efficient with innovations. In this respect the initial
investment does not determine the actual value of our systems.
Today, determining factors in materials handling are aspects such as
energy efficiency, reliability, ease of maintenance and serviceability,
compact and robust design as well as the overall easy way of
integration. Against this background Transnorm has designed the

Belt Curve

VertiSwitch™ 1-0

portfolio of materials handling high-performance units as a modular
system. With that we are able to design and supply solutions
tailored individually to the respective use that really fit. The close
collaboration over many years with our customers has caused
Transnorm to develop increasingly into a development partner
for original equipment manufacturers and system integrators in
intralogistics. The trust that is placed in us again and again every
day mainly results from the know-how in the smooth transport
of conveyed goods, that are anything but standardized. In this

Belt/Strip Merge

Lift VC51

respect flight baggage represents a prime example because
of the almost endless variety of shapes and weight. 75 Years
Frankfurt Airport is proof, that tradition and innovation can be
combined very well to create enduring success. Congratulations.

VertiSwitch™ 2-1

Diverter

www.transnorm.com

generate a surge in business for Fraport’s Retail
and Real Estate segment. Fraport’s retail revenue
is forecast to climb from 13 per passenger
to around 14, with Pier A-Plus contributing
significantly to the realisation of that goal.
Conception of the shopping areas involved
identifying three target groups: international,
high standards and brand-conscious. Market
analyses then included a psychological
baseline study on the airport-specific
shopping behaviour and expectations of the
target groups; preference testing with 1,000
passengers, involving different concepts;
and market observation of best practice and
leading trends in Germany and abroad. The
requirements of the retail mix are a diversity
of shops, from mainstream to luxury, while for
food and beverage the keywords are freshness,
quality, regionality and sustainability.

Walkthrough duty free concept

A sparkling ar
chitectural hi
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ng mall will be
located.

Attractive marketplaces, bars and bistros with a
view of the terminal ramp have all been planned.
New concessionaires in Pier A-Plus will include

in the non-Schengen area, traditional German

discreet” but not “overpowering”. The

Wempe and Engelhorn – two popular, traditional

food will be available at the Marktwirt, original

anchor store of this retail area will feature

German retailers. Wempe is one of the world’s

Italian gourmet specialities will be offered at

perfumes, cosmetics, confectionery,

10 largest jewellers and will be opening its first

Lucullus Nero, and passengers will be able to

specialty foods, accessories and toys.

airport store. Engelhorn, a family-run fashion

relax in the elegant Reingold classic wine and

The retail area in Terminal 2 was also recently

department store based in Mannheim near

cocktail bar. Foreign exchange and other financial

redesigned, with the addition of a new duty

Frankfurt, will offer its exclusive range of fashion

services will be available at the Reisebank.

free shop. In the public area of Terminal 2,

products. The renowned British brand Mulberry

Significantly, Pohl explained that a completely

the ‘Shopping Plaza’ enables guests to shop

will be opening its first store in Germany in

new design has been created for Duty

close to the visitors’ terrace or to shorten

the new pier, while other international brands

Free and Travel Value, with a walkthrough

the waiting time in the centrally located café.

coming to Pier A-Plus with their own boutiques

duty free concept from Gebr Heinemann.

One level above is the ‘Food Plaza’, offering

include Hermès, Montblanc and Porsche Design.

“For the first time at Frankfurt Airport,

four different food and beverage facilities.

Food and beverage concessionaires in the

passengers entering the pier will go directly

Looking ahead to the opening of Terminal 3 in

Schengen area of the pier will include Bistro

through the spaciously designed shops

2016, Pohl explained: “At the moment we are

Hausmann from German celebrity chef Tim

on their way to the gates,” she said.

developing the retail concepts, with a central

Mälzer, COA offering the best of East Asia

Fraport’s implementation of the new

marketplace behind security and passport

cuisine, and the Frankfurt Wirtshaus. Meanwhile,

walkthrough concept will be “inviting and

control. The tender process will begin in 2014.”

The FRA Pier APlus ‘Marktplatz
Atrium’ – Non-S
commercial mix
chengen level. Po
for Frankfurt is
hl: “The ideal
a combination of
successful intern
local brands and
ational brands,
well-known,
to ensure high ide
ntification in the
airport.”
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e enable industry partners worldwide
to operate more productively and
more sustainably. We manufacture

and deliver innovative and sustainable system
integration of power, fuel and air supply
between fixed and mobile equipment in the
airports, ports and maritime, mining and
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Cavotec: Global
Engineering Group

tunnelling and general industry sectors.
and liquid delivery systems and components

sales and field support offices, INET supplies

Our Airports Market Unit is a complete ground

for airports, the food and beverage sector and

50/60 -400 Hz power conversion, preconditioned

support systems integrator for the global airports

the chemical and petro-chemical industries.

air and power generation systems.

airlines and aircraft manufacturers, we develop

Located in Mömbris, Germany, Cavotec Fladung

For further details on this material, contact

a diverse range of advanced ground support

designs and manufactures a broad range

Michael Scheepers, Director Investor Relations

systems. The Cavotec product range includes

of in- and above-ground support systems.

& PR, at michael.scheepers@cavotec.com.

fuel and utility systems, tunnel systems, pre-

Established in 1968, Fladung became an

Cavotec is a leading global engineering group,

conditioned air units (PCAir), aircraft connectors

integral part of the Cavotec Group in 2005.

and tow-bars, cable coilers,
ent integrator
for crocodile
the systems
global airports sector.

supplying innovative and environmentally

and caddies. Our innovative technologies

Cavotec Dabico produces fuel supply

nd aircraft
manufacturers,
Cavotec
efficiency and
reduce environmental impact.
units, for a widedevelops
range of applications.

sectors. To find out more about Cavotec,

sector. Working closely with airport operators,

help reduce tarmac congestion, improve

systems, primarily in-ground delivery

friendly systems to the maritime, airports,
mining and tunnelling, and general industry
visit our website at www.cavotec.com.

Cavotec recently acquired INET Airport

Cavotec’s Airports
Market Unit comprises improve
Systems, and
with it the ability to offer a fully
ce tarmac
congestion,
operational
four companies: Cavotec Meyerinck and
comprehensive range of GSE. Established in

moreCavotec
information
visit
Dabico, based in the UK
and thewww.cavotec.com
US,
the company designs, manufactures and
Cavotec Fladung, both based in Germany,

1967, and headquartered in Fullerton, California,

and Cavotec INET, also based in the US.

installs stationary and mobile aircraft servicing

Cavotec Meyerinck is a specialist supplier of fuel

equipment. Via their domestic and international

2011-08-26 11.05

Cleaner air, clearer tarmac
Cavotec is a complete ground support equipment integrator for the global airports sector.
Working closely with airport operators, airlines and aircraft manufacturers, Cavotec develops
Working closely with customers and partners,
Cavotec develops systems that are in use at
airports worldwide.

Airprt_Female_190x132.indd 1

advanced ground support equipment that reduce tarmac congestion, improve operational
efficiency and reduce environmental impact. For more information visit www.cavotec.com
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Best Airport “10-25 million” passengers Antalya Airport

ANTALYA AIRPORT
Fraport IC İçtaş Antalya Airport Terminal Investment and Management Inc.
Antalya Havalimanı 1. Dış Hatlar Terminali 07230 Antalya TÜRKİYE
Phone : +90 242 44 7 423 (ICF) - Fax: +90 242 330 36 46
www.icfairports.com
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ICF Airports promoting
Antalya region and
growing throughput
ICF Airports was founded in May 2007 as a collaboration between Fraport AG and IC Ictas. It won
the tender to operate all three terminals at Antalya Airport, with a total concession amounting
to 12.4 billion. Alexander Laukenmann, General Manager, ICF Airports, outlined the strategy for
growth in a dynamic market to Ross Falconer.

P

assenger numbers at Antalya have been

Antalya region and Turkey is the key to growing

increasing year-on-year. The airport

passenger traffic. Together with its Turkish

handled 22.3 million passengers in

partners, ICF Airports undertakes many projects

2010 – a +18.8% increase on 2009. A positive

to make Antalya known in its key target markets,

trend is also being seen in 2011. Year-to-date

such as Germany and Russia, as well as in

growth is around +13% compared with same

developing markets such as the UK, Scandinavia

period last year. The airport forecasts throughput

and the Middle East. “For example, ICF Airports

exceeding 25 million for 2011 as a whole.

hosted Routes Tourism Mediterranean Forum

“Fraport is the only foreign investor in the Turkish

in February 2011,” explained Laukenmann.

airport terminal business and has been active in

“Another step taken was to cooperate with

Antalya for more than 10 years. In this context,

the Association of Mediterranean Tourism

its reputation in Turkey as an airport operator is

(AKTOB) for joint promotions. As a result of

unrivalled,” said Alexander Laukenmann, General

this cooperation, advertisements for Antalya

Manager, ICF Airports. “As a shareholder in

as a destination are on display all over

ICF, Fraport seconds management to Antalya

Frankfurt Airport, which hosts nearly 55 million

and also offers operational and commercial

passengers every year from all over the world.”

support whenever necessary. At the same time,

While existing core markets such as Germany

ICF Airports participates in many workshops

and Russia are expected to grow in line with

with Fraport AG and other Fraport subsidiaries,

forecast world traffic growth, ICF Airports

where know-how and best practice knowledge

anticipates markets such as the CIS region,

are exchanged for the benefit of all parties.”

Scandinavia, UK and Middle East to grow

ICF Airports believes that promoting the

significantly above average, which will drive

Laukenmann: “As a shareholder in ICF, Fraport
seconds management to Antalya and also offers
operational and commercial support whenever
necessary. At the same time, ICF Airports
participates in many workshops with Fraport AG
and other Fraport subsidiaries, where know-how
and best practice knowledge are exchanged for
the benefit of all parties.”
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passenger numbers in the future. Within this
context, ICF Airports’ route development
strategies include maintaining existing key
markets, developing growing markets with
tailor-made marketing, and always being in
contact with airlines and tour operators.
Alongside promoting Antalya as a tourist
destination, ICF Airports is also concentrating
on the importance of the service it provides
to passengers. It believes that quality, service
standards and environmental consciousness
are important factors in tourists’ choice of
destination. Laukenmann said: “In this context,
an airport offers the important first and last
impression during the stay of our guests.
Therefore, ICF Airports is focused on quality
and is now the only company which has four
TSE certifications in the aviation sector and in
the top 25 Turkish companies in all sectors.”
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‘Strategy for excellence’
In June, Antalya Airport won the ACI EUROPE

quality, service standards and environmental

consequent use of economical lighting and a

Best Airport Award in the 10-25 million

consciousness as important factors in the

smart automated energy management system,

passenger category. Laukenmann described the

decision-making of tourists,” said Laukenmann.

modernisation of IT equipment – virtualisation

award as a very important recognition from the

ICF Airports invested 1100 million in constructing

– with a major reduction of energy consumption,

airport community on a national and international

a new domestic terminal last year. The airport has

and a central printer system. “We believe that a

level. “In addition, for the ICF management and

an annual capacity of 45 million passengers and

resource-conscious approach is important from

employees, it is a perfect motivation to continue

provides service to 316 destinations worldwide.

an environmental aspect and also from a cost-

our strategy for excellence in service quality,

Antalya is the Fraport Group’s first airport outside

saving perspective,” commented Laukenmann.

traffic growth and performance,” he commented.

of FRA to receive Airport Carbon Accreditation

The award recognises the airport’s physical

at the ‘Reduction’ level. Various environmental

Delivering sustainable value

and commercial transformation over the

initiatives have been implemented at Antalya

Commercial revenues are highly important to ICF

past decade. “The key for the success of

Airport, including a state-of-the-art Energy Plant,

Airports and represent 42% of total revenues.

ICF Airports over the years is its customer-

which is gas fuelled and uses excess heat for

The largest share of commercial revenues come

oriented, high quality service to its travellers

heating and cooling purposes. There are also

from duty free sales. An open gate principle has

and shareholders. ICF Airports considers

incentives for airlines that use the airport GPU,

been implemented in Antalya’s International
Terminal 1 this year, with a complete redesign
and refurbishment of all duty free shops to
increase passenger comfort, shop attractiveness
and dwell-time for retailing. A similar redesign
is planned for International Terminal 2.
“Penetration and sales per ticket are the main
drivers. To increase penetration you need new
concepts, direct passenger flow into the shops,
more dwell-time and activities. To increase
sales per ticket, you need product diversity, the
right price policy and promotions. Nationalities
are highly important. We are very focused on
these drivers and have built up our strategies
accordingly,” explained Laukenmann.
ICF Airports is one of the most important airport
operators in Turkey and the Mediterranean.
Indeed, its aim is to be the strongest player in
the region, targeting the delivery of sustainable
financial value through its operations.
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“ICF Airports attaches great importance to
providing excellent service to its customers and
business partners. We value our staff and continue
to invest highly in their training. Last, but not least,
we properly focus on safety and the environment
in all our operations,” concluded Laukenmann.
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Rescue Stair – All for the
purpose of saving lives

T

he TEC Huenert Rescue stair has

The TEC Huenert Rescue stair is as easy

is easy to access and it is able to be employed

increasingly become used as the standard

to operate as other passenger stairs, but

swiftly and effectively. The TEC Huenert Rescue

rescue stair at 20 airports worldwide. The

offers enhanced security and comfort for the

stair offers all these advantages.

rescue stair is used only in cases of emergency,

passengers. The Rescue stair is designed to

such as when a passenger is taken ill. Orders

be fitted to all leading vehicle chassis at use

for the stair are increasing with more airports

in Europe and it is suitable for use on aircraft

showing an interest. As evacuation via slide is an

ranging from the A380 to the Boeing 747.

expensive option, many airlines are enthusiastic

Part of the attraction to fire crews of the stair

for this product cause of its swift an effective use.

is the ease with which it can be operated, the
space given to crews to react in an emergency

The stair, as previously stated, can be used for

and the different equipment that can be

both sick and ill passengers and in cases of

maintained and used with the stair.

extreme emergency as the wide staircase allows
for the evacuation of multiple passengers. The

TEC Huenert designed the Rescue stair with

evacuation of passengers by the rescue stair

the safety of passengers as a priority. This was

allows for a swift and easy removal from the plane.

done on accordance within the health and

The heightened threat of international terrorism,

safety regulations for passenger handling. It

especially with airports as primary targets, allows

is essential that when handling passengers in

for another function of the rescue stair.

an emergency, the rescue stair offers safety,
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Lufthansa Consulting
collaborates with Fraport on
Perm Airport master planning
Lufthansa Consulting works
with Fraport on a number of
projects, including master
planning for Perm Airport
in Russia. Marco Villa,
Partner & Principal Airports,
Lufthansa Consulting,
spoke to Ross Falconer.
Marco Villa, Partner
& Principal Airports,
Lufthansa Consulting:
“At Sheremetyevo,
we first of all did the
concept planning
for the facility, with
detailed planning
of IT, security and
equipment; we are
now completing that
detailed planning.”

In July, Lufthansa Consulting and Fraport

Varna airports. Fraport asked us to review the

AG Frankfurt Airport Services Worldwide

market for them. We did a new market analysis

presented the first sections of the master

for them, stretching it down to peak hours.”

plan – an assessment of air traffic and of the

Fraport AG was awarded the contract to

technical condition of the airport facilities

modernise, develop and operate the Varna

and equipment. Building a new terminal

and Bourgas airports on the Bulgarian Black

has been identified as the key issue. The

Sea coast. The concessionary contract was

main aim is to position Perm Bolshoye

signed in 2006 and runs for 35 years.

Savino Airport competitively within the
changing Russian aviation environment.

Sheremetyevo concept planning

The changing nature of air traffic patterns

Lufthansa Consulting is also planning a

within Russian and on international

state-of-the-art cargo terminal at Moscow

routes is creating both opportunities

Sheremetyevo International Airport, which is the

and challenges for Russian airports.

biggest Russian airport in terms of cargo traffic,

“Our relationship with Fraport is very good;

handling 251,000 tonnes of air freight in 2010.

we are always looking for synergies. Within

The airport decided to initiate the construction

Germany, we’re clients and shareholders,

of a multimodal freight terminal within the

but outside Germany is where we have

framework of its further development strategy.

cooperation,” commented Villa. “This year,

“At Sheremetyevo, we first of all did the

we have worked for Fraport at Bourgas and

concept planning for the facility, with detailed
planning of IT, security and equipment; we are

L

now completing that detailed planning,” said

the master plan for the Perm Airport (Bolshoye

they need more help from consultants.”

Savino). The objective is to create a modern

The overall objective of the consultancy

air transport hub at the airport Bolshoye

assignment is to deliver solutions that provide

Savino base. It is planned to build a new

maximum value in terms of functionality and

terminal to increase the airport’s capacity from

cost-effectiveness. The new cargo terminal is

500,000 to 1.5 million passengers a year.

scheduled to be operational by the end of 2012.

ufthansa Consulting and Fraport AG

Villa. “We foresee Russia slowly transferring/

Frankfurt Airport Services Worldwide are

selling assets into the private sector. They’re

jointly engaged in the development of

not structured as in different countries –
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GCS – setting
cleaning
standards
GCS, a subsidiary of Fraport AG, stands for cleanliness and
a very high cleaning standard at Germany’s largest airport.
The equipment for this is made in Germany – by VERMOP.
The everyday challenge for a cleaning company at Frankfurt
Airport: 450,000sqm of flooring, 150,000sqm of walls and
ceilings, 250,000sqm of glass and façade area, as well
as 135 escalators. Despite the guarantee for cleanliness,
it is also necessary to keep the costs relatively low.
For GCS, a supplier’s most important abilities are a
quick reaction time, flexibility and an understanding
for the individual requirements at the airport.
In the first phase of their cooperation, GCS and VERMOP
undertook an assessment of the site. The overall perception of
GCS was also taken in account. At the first assessment, one of
the main problems was immediately clear: the staff needed to
travel long distances in the airport. It was necessary to make
this easier for the staff. A further aim was the reduction of these
unproductive times. VERMOP’s solution was an Equipe cleaning
trolley with electric drive, the Equipemove. It allows the cleaning
staff to perform their duties more simply and with less exertion.
It saves about four hours per night shift, day after day. In daylight
cleaning, GCS was able to withdraw two staff each from the early
and late shifts, who now became available for other duties.
Further advantages of the cooperation between GCS and
VERMOP have surfaced over the years. To mention just two: the
Equipemove cleaning trolleys have been equipped with further
cleaning materials. They have also been adapted to further needs
of the cleaning staff. GCS staff now also travel by the Equipe bike,

Driving instead of pushing

which is a bicycle equipped with a cleaning trolley. GCS staff and
the quality of their work have set standards in airport cleaning.

Power

EQUIPEMOVE
VERMOP Deutschland GmbH
Tel. + 49 9342 878-800
info@vermop.com, www.vermop.com

111309_AZ_Equipemove_GCS_Fraport_92x270_RZ.indd 1

31.08.11 11:22
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Since 2001, annual
passenger numbers
have continued
to increase and
to cater for this
demand, a terminal
development project
was completed
in 2009, which
increased capacity
and modernised the
existing facilities.

Salmon: “At the start of the concession in 2001, the airport was handling 4 million passengers so, 10
years on, to handle 12 million passengers is a huge achievement.” Skytrax has named Lima the ‘Best
Airport in South America’ every year since 2009.

A decade of change
for Lima Airport
Jorge Chávez International
Airport – also known as
Lima Airport – is currently
the subject of a long-term
investment programme
by Fraport AG. A runway
refurbishment project is
underway, while future plans
are in place for a second
runway and a new terminal
building. Ryan Ghee spoke to
Juan Jose Salmon, CEO, Lima
Airport Partners (LAP).

and is set to be complete by the end of

the growth to slow down slightly, but there will

January 2012, and also includes an upgrade

still be a +6-8% increase before it stabilises

to CAT III ILS (Instrument Landing System).

at around +6% in the next three years.”

Corpac is in charge of the CAT III ILS.

In the future, LAP will receive an additional

“This is a very important project because it

7 million sqm of land from the Peruvian

will provide us with a runway that will last for

government and within five years of

approximately 10 years,” Salmon said. “We

receiving this, as per the concession

have to remember that this airport was built

contract, a new runway and a midfield

in the 1960s. We took over the concession in

terminal will be constructed.

2001 and up until then, there hadn’t been much
investment in the maintenance of the facilities.

Route network development

“We have also recently received a portion of land

The consistent increase in passenger numbers

from the government. This covers 200,000sqm

has been driven by the development of

and we’re planning to develop hangar facilities

new, and the expansion of existing services

for our airlines, as well as maintenance facilities

from the airport. Salmon said: “Just last

for the ground handling companies who

year, we introduced a special package to

I

operate here. This will also create extra space,

encourage new routes and this helped us

n February 2011, Fraport AG and its

which will allow us to increase the amount of

to receive new traffic from Air France. In

majority-owned joint venture company

parking space we can provide for aircraft.”

June, a route between Lima and Paris was

LAP celebrated the 10th anniversary

Since 2001, annual passenger numbers have

introduced five days a week. This was a big

of the Jorge Chávez International Airport

continued to increase and to cater for this

achievement as Paris is a destination that wasn’t

concession. The decade-long privatisation

demand, a terminal development project was

previously being served from the airport.”

project has so far been a resounding success:

completed in 2009, which increased capacity

Further, both LAN and TACA have increased

more than US$270 million (1200m) has been

and modernised the existing facilities.

their frequencies in 2011 and the latter has also

invested in airport improvements, 2010 saw

“This year, we will handle as many as 12 million

made Lima a hub, which resulted in a +40%

a +17% increase in passenger traffic, and

passengers,” explained Salmon. “Passenger

increase in transfer traffic in August 2011 alone.

Skytrax named it the ‘Best Airport in South

numbers have been growing at a rate of around

Following a decade of change under the

America’ in 2005, 2009, 2010 and 2011.

10% a year since we received the concession.

stewardship of Fraport AG, this optimism among

The latest investment – which totals US$18

At the start of the concession in 2001, the

the airlines, along with the continued investment

million (113.3m) – concerns the complete

airport was handling 4 million passengers so,

in improving facilities and ever-increasing

asphalt replacement on the runway. The

10 years on, to handle 12 million passengers

passenger numbers, points to a positive future

project commenced in September 2011

is a huge achievement. Next year, we expect

for Jorge Chávez International Airport.
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‘Great
to have
you here!’
FRA’s commitment
to customer service

The FRA Airport
App includes inf
ormation on ge
parking recomme
tting to the airpo
ndations, shops
rt,
and restaurants,
facilities, orientat
other service
ion via detailed
maps, as well as
current flight da
ta.

F

Fraport launched its ‘Great
to have you here!’ customer
service initiative in December
2010. The programme
highlights the long-term
commitment to enhancing
the passenger experience at
Frankfurt Airport and involves
the entire travel process.
Ross Falconer spoke to Anne
Reinhardt-Lehmann, Senior VP,
Customer Relations, Fraport.

raport has established a worldwide

Ambience’ and ‘Shopping and Excitement’.”

information they may need at any time.

reputation for operational performance

The airport will invest around 110 million

‘Fast and Comfortable Travelling’ is a project

and highly-motivated employees

in these four main projects over the next

designed to optimise the long paths that

that are committed to offering increased

few years. The aim of the ‘Friendly and

passengers sometimes have to walk at major

service and a warm welcome to passengers,

Attentive’ project is to proactively offer

hubs, such as Frankfurt. While, for technical

which provides a solid foundation for the

passengers the support, assistance and

reasons, it is not always possible to shorten

next generation of enhanced services under
the ‘Great to have you here!’ initiative.
Frankfurt Airport recognises that the time
passengers spend at the airport – before
departure, upon arrival or during a connecting
stopover – is an important part of the entire
travel experience. The programme follows a
holistic approach, examining every step along the
travel chain. The airport is working closely with
its partners – the airlines, retail and restaurant
concessionaires, and various authorities,
to enhance the quality of all processes.
“We analysed passenger feelings and we
know that 87% of passengers feel stressed at
the airport,” explained Reinhardt-Lehmann.
“The aim of the programme is to bring the
charm back to flying, and we analysed how
we can do it. The initiative is divided into
four key projects: ‘Friendly and Attentive’,
‘Fast and Comfortable Travelling’, ‘Pleasant

an of the
hulte, Chairm
e
Dr Stefan Sc d, Fraport AG, at th
Boar
you here!’
ve
Executive
ha
to
e ‘Great
launch of th
ive.
rvice initiat
customer se

The first and best in
outstanding airline network
planning intelligence.

Whowww.anna.aero
reads anna.aero?
DID YOU KNOW? Over 300 AirpOrts

advertised with anna.aero in 2011!
(including 250 promoting new
routes in The Route Shop).
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clear, passengers do not necessarily understand
it – we are working on that. Staff training is also
important – we have to greet the passengers.
We have also worked on the cleanliness of the
terminal facilities,” said Reinhardt-Lehmann.

FRA Airport App
The FRA Airport App – with iPhone, Android
and Web versions offered – was successfully
launched in the second half of 2011 as part
of the ‘Great to have you here!’ initiative. It
prepares travellers and visitors for their visit
to Frankfurt Airport and serves as a personal
guide during their time in the passenger
terminals. The information includes getting
to the airport, parking recommendations,
shops and restaurants, other service facilities,
orientation via detailed maps, as well as
current flight data. Passengers and meeters
and greeters can also receive information
automatically about any changes regarding
their flight via ‘push-notification’. Frequent
travellers can also customise the app by
creating personal lists to note points of
interest at the airport. Meanwhile, the
‘Near Me’ function tells travellers which
facilities are in their immediate area.
“We have had a fabulous response. The app
guides passengers through the terminal to their
gate, highlighting shops they might be looking
for along the way. It also highlights shops and
other facilities in the immediate vicinity of the
passenger, and notifies them of any changes to
The FRA Airport
App was recently
launched as part
initiative. It prepa
of the ‘Great to
res travellers an
have you here!’
d visitors for the
serves as a perso
ir visit to Frankfur
nal guide during
t Airport and
their time in the
passenger termi
nals.

their flight,” commented Reinhardt-Lehmann.
“We’re also on Twitter and Facebook. We believe
that we have to work on our communication
with transfer passengers at Frankfurt.”
She added that the ‘Great to have you here!’
initiative is fundamentally about changing
from being an infrastructure provider to a
service company. Frankfurt Airport surveys

such distances, procedures can be simplified

on improving signage and wayfinding. “Our key

2,000 passengers every month and satisfaction

and accelerated. “We are introducing

focus is on reducing waiting times at check-in,

is going up. The programme is succeeding

about nine playgrounds for children at the

security and passport/border control. Secondly,

in raising service levels and quality of stay

airport and lounge areas with comfortable

our focus is on better orientation. While we may

in the airport, improving the passenger

chairs. We are also introducing more

believe as an operator that the orientation is

experience and streamlining processes.

electro-cars to transfer passengers in long
piers,” commented Reinhardt-Lehmann.
‘Pleasant Ambience’ is focused on the many
aesthetic elements that can enhance the
overall travel experience, such as lighting,
colour and choice of materials. New rest areas
with reclining seats provide peaceful, relaxing
areas away from the bustling corridors of
the terminals. Plans also include redesigned
sanitary facilities and redevelopment of the
Terminal 1 curbside arrival forecourt.
Under the ‘Shopping and Excitement’ project,
the range of restaurants will continue to
expand and new types of retail products,
services and entertainment will be offered.
During the past year, the focus of the initiative
has been on shortening waiting times at security
checkpoints in the terminals, with more than
90% of passengers now queuing for less than
10 minutes. There has also been an emphasis

Reinhardt-Lehmann: “We analysed passenger
feelings and we know that 87% of passengers feel
stressed at the airport. The aim of the programme
is to bring the charm back to flying, and we
analysed how we can do it.”
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Pioneering active
noise abatement
Mauel: “This package
is only the first step
in the new active
noise abatement
initiative at Frankfurt
Airport. More research
and development
activities and intensive
collaboration with
all parties, especially
the airlines, will be
necessary to develop a
second package.”

T

Active noise abatement measures are a key
consideration within the context of the expansion of
Frankfurt Airport. Indeed, the airport’s efforts ensure
it is a leader among major international airports
in terms of noise reduction. Stefan Mauel, Senior
Executive Manager – Capacity Management Airside,
Fraport, outlined the first package of noise abatement
measures to Ross Falconer.

Airport together with DFS Deutsche

1. Vertical optimisation of
departure procedures

2. Dedicated runway
operations (DROps)

Flugsicherung, aims to significantly reduce

he package, introduced by Frankfurt

Vertical optimisation of departure procedures

Preferred runway operations give affected

the number of people affected by aircraft noise.

limits the takeoff speed to between 210 and

communities breaks from noise at night. This

It was signed in December 2007 and Fraport,

220 knots for the first six miles. Keeping the

is done on odd days of the month during the

Lufthansa, the German state of Hesse, DFS

engine power constant causes aircraft to

low-traffic hours between 23:00 and 05:00.

Deutsche Flugsicherung, BARIG (Board of Airlines

climb faster. Trials are now underway with

All flights leaving toward the west (operating

Represented in Germany), and the organisation

departures toward the east and from runway

direction 25) take off from the parallel runway

‘Regional Dialogforum’ released a joint statement,

18 west. The steeper takeoff angle has the

system and none of them from runway 18

which forms the basis of the agreement. It

effect of reaching greater overflying heights

west. All takeoffs toward the east (operating

contains seven key measures, and 12-month trials

and will therefore reduce noise levels on

direction 07) are from runway 18 west.

for the first three began on 13 January 2011:

the ground during the day and night.

3. Segmented RNAV
approach procedure
A segmented RNAV (GPS) approach procedure
Modification
of Lufthansa
’s Boeing 73
Noise-reducin
7 fleet will de
g panels on Bo
crease noise
eing 737 engi
dB during lan
emissions.
nes red
ding and by
 uce the noise
between 0.5
level by 2.4
and 1.5 dB du
ring takeoff.

bypasses densely populated areas by relocating
approach paths and using Continuous Descent
Approaches (CDAs). Aircraft arriving from the
west circle around the city of Mainz. Those
approaching from the east fly around the cities
of Hanau and Offenbach. During the trial phase,
the segmented RNAV approach procedure
will only be used at night between 23:00 and
05:00. Conventional ILS approaches are still
available along the existing glide paths.

4. Tailwind component
A tailwind component will be factored in to
increase westerly traffic. In the first stage, the
current limit of five knots of tailwind will be used
to relieve the most affected communities in the
western vicinity, especially Raunheim. Currently,
about 75% of the flight movements at Frankfurt
Airport are in a westerly direction. In the second
stage, the tailwind limit will be increased to seven
knots, pending approval by ICAO. The increased
tailwind component may be implemented in 2012.
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5. Greater utilisation of
continuous descent approach

6. Increased ILS glide path
angle to Runway Northwest

are already being met; Runway Northwest, for

Greater utilisation of Continuous Descent

This involves increasing the ILS glide path angle

landing systems for each direction from the

Approach (CDA), instead of the conventional

for the new Runway Northwest to up to 3.2

start. If a satellite landing system (GBAS) is

practice of reducing altitude in steps, requires

degrees. The steeper approach will mean that

available, a steeper glide path could also

less engine power to put an aircraft down.

aircraft are at a higher altitude of about 60m

be introduced on the existing runways.

This will improve on the current procedure,

eight miles before reaching the touchdown

which relies on air traffic control to provide

zone. Currently, the glide path has a slope of 3.0

distance-to-go information. Initially, CDA will

degrees. Increasing the approach angle requires

7. Modification of Lufthansa’s
Boeing 737 fleet

be used during times of low traffic volumes,

approval from the responsible ICAO-authorised

Modification of Lufthansa’s Boeing 737 fleet

later also when there is heavier traffic.

German agency. The technical prerequisites

will decrease noise emissions. Noise-reducing

instance, will be equipped with two instrument

panels on Boeing 737 engines reduce the
noise level by 2.4 dB during landing and by
Active noise abatement measures are a
key consideration within the context of the
expansion of Frankfurt Airport.

between 0.5 and 1.5 dB during takeoff.
Mauel explained that usage of segmented
RNAV approach procedure for all airlines started
well on 10 February. “From the beginning,
Lufthansa Cargo and TUI achieved good usage
quotas – nearly the targeted 80%,” he said.
During March and April, the usage
quota increased rapidly, particularly that
of airberlin and also that of Lufthansa
and Condor (TUI, Condor and airberlin
exceeded the targeted quota of 80%).
“This package is only the first step in the
new active noise abatement initiative
at Frankfurt Airport. More research and
development activities and intensive
collaboration with all parties, especially
the airlines, will be necessary to develop
a second package,” concluded Mauel.

ANA to
operate 787
on FrankfurtHaneda route

A

NA, the launch customer of the Boeing 787 Dreamliner,
has announced that its first regular long-haul
international service with the aircraft will be Tokyo

Haneda-Frankfurt. The route will be launched in January
2012, initially three times per week, with plans to operate
the flights daily from February 2012. This new route will be
operated in a joint venture between ANA and Lufthansa.
The first Dreamliner was delivered in late-September.
ANA operated a special charter flight between Tokyo
Narita and Hong Kong on 26 and 27 October, which was
the world’s first 787 passenger service. The first regular
domestic service is the Haneda-Okayama route which started
on 1 November, with a flight on the Haneda-Hiroshima
route also departing the same day. The aircraft will also
be used on the Haneda-Beijing route from December,
marking the aircraft’s first regular international service.
The new route expands the number of direct services
between Frankfurt and Japan to four, with routes to
Nagoya, Tokyo Narita and Osaka already in operation.

Self-Boarding and
Physical Access for Airports

Kaba Gallenschütz GmbH
Germany
info@kgb.kaba.com
www.kaba-gallenschuetz.de
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FRA participates in SITA Passenger Self-Service Survey

Innovative
surveillance system

SITA’s long-term relationship with

an active supporting role to

web check-in. This is a strong

Frankfurt International Airport

the airlines based at Frankfurt

endorsement of the decision last

Fraport has selected Sensis

reached a new level last year when

International. Over 50 airlines

year by the FRA Club to have

Corporation to expand and

passengers there participated for

and handling agents, in addition

73 state-of-the-art self-service

upgrade its multilateration

the first time in the annual SITA

to Fraport AG, are using the

CUSS kiosks installed with the

surface system to accommodate

Passenger Self-Service Survey.

largest SITA AirportConnect

support of Fraport. Over 20

capacity expansion and growth

The survey found that the airport

check-in platform in the world

carriers are now offering this

of operational areas at Frankfurt

which handled a record 5,558,580

through the FRA Common Local

facility to departing passengers.

Airport. The latest-generation

passengers this July, runs a high-

User Board or FRA Club.

SITA’s AirportConnect platform

surveillance system for tracking the

tech facility second to none.

The AirportConnect platform

is the most versatile check-in

movement of aircraft and vehicles

Over 40% of passengers checking

has also helped to integrate

platform available to airports

around the airport is vital with the

in on the day of the survey had

self-boarding technologies into

of all sizes. It saves money by

new runway being inaugurated in

chosen the self-service option

Lufthansa’s operations at Frankfurt,

leveraging investment in a single

October 2011 and the new Pier

and the fact that they had to

giving the German flagship

set of common use applications

A-Plus at Terminal 1 in summer

check-in bags was seen as an

carrier an important differentiator

that can used on any vendor’s

2012, while additional ramp areas

obstacle to using self-service by

for passengers eager for more

platform and so reduces staff

and the new Terminal 3 are also

just 31% – much below the survey’s

self-service options at all stages

training costs. SITA manages

planned. Fraport chose to replace

global average of 47% – and a

of the passenger journey.

about 30,000 check-in work

all existing Sensis multilateration

vindication of Fraport’s deployment

Going back to that Passenger

stations used by almost 300

sensors in use at the airport with

of technology to simplify the

Self-Service Survey, 64% of

customers in more than 200

the latest-generation sensor for

passenger journey from check-in

those using self-service check-

airport locations worldwide.

precise surveillance of all aircraft

through bag drop to self-boarding.

in at Frankfurt used kiosk

These check-in more than 600

and transponder-equipped vehicles

SITA has been happy to play

check-in, while 34% opted for

million passengers per year.

operating on the airport surface.
Sensis multilateration uses multiple
low-maintenance, non-rotating
sensors to triangulate aircraft
locations based on transponder
signals to provide air traffic
controllers with precise aircraft
position and identification
information regardless of weather
conditions. With a higher update
rate and greater positional

Over 50 airlines
and handling
agents, in addition
to Fraport AG,
are using the
largest SITA
AirportConnect
check-in platform in
the world through
the FRA Common
Local User Board or
FRA Club.

accuracy than traditional radar,
Sensis multilateration provides
effective surveillance for increased
safety, capacity and efficiency of
ground and airspace movements.
Each multilateration sensor
deployed by Sensis supports
Automatic Dependent Surveillance
– Broadcast (ADS-B), providing
an infrastructure that is said to
be ready for today’s surveillance

New Fuel Hydrant System

needs and tomorrow’s avionics.
“Along with additional surveillance

As part of Frankfurt Airport’s

Lufthansa subsidiary. A large central

upon occurrence of any leakage.

to accommodate the airport

capacity expansion, its state-of-

fuel farm is located directly at FRA,

The fuel farm has 10 storage

expansion, Fraport chose to refresh

the-art underground fuel supply

from where kerosene flows through

tanks, with a total capacity of

all the multilateration sensors on the

hydrant system has been extended

more than 60km of underground

186 million litres of kerosene. To

airport for streamlined operations,

to the south apron area, adjacent

piping directly to each aircraft

give an idea of scale, the 747-

training and maintenance,” said

to the Terminal 3 construction site.

parking position. This underground

400 can carry 225,000 litres of

Ken Kaminski, Vice President and

The Hydranten-Betriebsgesellschaft

pipeline/hydrant system is one of

kerosene, while the A380 can

General Manager of Sensis Air

(HBG) joint venture company is

the most advanced in the world.

carry almost 310,000 litres.

Traffic Systems. “This solution, the

responsible for supplying aviation

The computer-controlled system can

HBG operates its own harbour

largest surface system deployed

fuel (kerosene) at Frankfurt Airport.

immediately detect leaks as small

on the Main River at Kelsterbach,

by Sensis, will provide a flexible

The managing partners of this

as one-litre per hour. Valves are

from where a pipeline runs to

surveillance infrastructure to

company are oil companies and a

automatically activated and closed

the HBG fuel farm at FRA.

meet future airport growth.”
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For boarding pass control or self-boarding, the
passenger passes a special sensor barrier – no
matter whether holding a conventional or
internet ticket, or even one on mobile phone.
They put their ticket on the integrated scanner.
With the relevant data matching, the sensor
barrier opens for passage.

A
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Access to the future

t airports, access to controlled non-

order to increase comfort and flow rate of

the passenger passes a special sensor barrier

public and security areas is one of

passengers considerably. Together with its

– no matter whether holding a conventional or

the most challenging tasks. Access

system partner Lufthansa, Fraport has decided

internet ticket, or even one on mobile phone.

is exclusively restricted to persons with valid

in favour of sensor barriers from Kaba.

They put their ticket on the integrated scanner.

access authorisation. This comprises staff access

In future, Fraport will operate boarding pass

With the relevant data matching, the sensor

to non-public areas as well as passenger access

control at access points to the security area

barrier opens for passage. The process takes

to restricted areas. Fraport AG has invested in

with support of the so-called automatic

only a few seconds and the passenger flow

Kaba’s solutions for many different settings, as

eGates, which also serve Lufthansa to

remains constant. The simple handling and

there are security revolving doors and personal

optimise the single-handed boarding. Kaba’s

the automatic doors of the barriers enable

interlocks for staff access, one-way corridors for

solution is based on automatic sensor barriers

passengers to pass quickly and comfortably.

separation of airside from landside, tripod barriers

equipped for boarding card control with a 2D

After the installation in Frankfurt, Kaba’s

or full-height turnstiles for perimeter security,

boarding pass scanner, display and printer.

solution for self-boarding and boarding

and lately also sensor barriers for passengers.

Fraport’s first eGates have been installed at

pass control has received great interest

Fraport AG as the operator of Frankfurt Airport

the boarding pass control in Terminal 2.

from other airports and airlines, followed

trusts in self-service passenger processing in

For boarding pass control or self-boarding,

by several projects all over Europe.
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Smiths Detection aTiX:
Multi-purpose and
multi-threat detection

S

o-called binary or improvised explosives

explosive threats and liquid containers

marker the security operative can identify threats

that can be made from everyday

accidentally left in carry-on baggage.

and make an appropriate decision to call a high

substances have emerged as a major

Multiple-beam devices, they are equipped with

standard security protocol into play. The quicker

concern in recent years, resulting in a ban on all

a number of X-ray generators that produce

the operative can clear the alert given, the

but small amounts of liquids in carry-on baggage.

independent image and data results. Several

quicker the security check process becomes.

US and European authorities are still keen to

fan shaped X-ray beams scan every piece of

Smiths Detection recently received an order

find common ground on security protocols

baggage. The X-ray generators, configured in

from the German Interior Ministry that

that could lead to a relaxation of these strict

complementary positions, produce beams from

comprises HI-SCAN 6040aTiX and HI-SCAN

and inconvenient procedures. The European

different angles resulting in the highest level

7555aTiX systems, combined with re-

Union is pushing through regulations to

of explosives detection. aTiX systems work by

inspection components, and other equipment

gradually lift the liquids ban for transfer

the processor-generated determination of the

to facilitate carry-on baggage screening for

passengers planned for the near future,

relative atomic weight and the density of the

liquid explosives at Frankfurt Airport (FRA).

anticipating a deadline for a complete removal

materials. This leads to material classification

of the ban for all passengers in 2013.

through effective and volume / density

Currently, the security protocol follows the

algorithms. At the same time, approved as EU

simple question: Does a passenger carry any

LEDS Standard 2 Type C inspection systems,

liquids exceeding 100 millilitres in volume?

aTiX machines are capable of analysing multiple

The answer to this does not require too much

bottled liquids in one scan outside the bag.

technological assistance. However, lifting the

The results of explosives and/or liquids detection

liquids ban significantly changes the framework

are automatically displayed on the monitor

conditions. The new question will be: How to

– a crucial aid to security staff in the reliable

spot binary or improvised explosive liquids,

inspection of carry-on baggage. 6040aTiX and

or their individual components, particularly

7555aTiX offer the operator two different X-ray

as those physical and chemical properties are

images for visual baggage inspection. These

difficult to distinguish from benign liquids?

images are detailed representations of the

The integrated technology scanner platform

baggage contents from significantly different

for multi-purpose applications aTiX

angles. The views, which are of exceptional

simultaneously addresses different checkpoint

image quality, enable the operator to identify

threat scenarios in a single step. 6040aTiX

dangerous objects quickly and accurately.

and 7555aTiX are capable of alarming at

Through visual indication by a positive / negative

The integrated technology scanner platform for
multi-purpose applications aTiX simultaneously
addresses different checkpoint threat scenarios
in a single step. 6040aTiX and 7555aTiX are
capable of alarming at explosive threats and liquid
containers accidentally left in carry-on baggage.

Making the
intelligent airport a reality

What makes an airport intelligent? The ability
to seamlessly move passengers through
the terminal while keeping them connected
and informed; ensuring staff have up-to-theminute insight in the palm of their hand and the
responsiveness to minimise or mitigate delays
and disruptions.
With advanced mobile workforce technology,
your staff can deliver information to the right
people at the right time, no matter where they
are or which device they’re carrying.
And with innovative self-service solutions such
as self-bag drop and self-boarding, you can
make your passengers’ journeys simpler and
more enjoyable.
At SITA, collaborative decision-making, mobility
and self-service are just the start. We have
solutions that will bring intelligence to every
corner of your airport, making your operations
more efficient, more agile and more effective.

You can discover them all now at
www.sita.aero/intelligent-airport
Specialists in air transport communications and IT solutions

The leading Airport Baggage
Service Operator

www.excessbaggage.org

Our over the counter Left Luggage systems
maximise locker revenues 3 times

 Concierge/Hands Free Shopping

 Airside (Gate) Travel Goods Vending

 Left Luggage Storage

 Travel Goods Retail

 Baggage Courier/Shipping



 Bag Wrap
 Shop & Collect/Shop & Ship
(Send a gift)

Online Airport Lost & Found
 Confiscated Items - Post & Fly
 Retail Sales Referrals
 Duty Free Pre-Order Fulfilment

Excess Baggage Company has provided baggage services to the travelling public for over 25 years. The company has developed
over this period a wide range of in-terminal passenger baggage systems, for both landside and airside, which maximise terminal
operator revenues.

Tel: +44 20 3468 8549 • Email: retail.sales@excess-baggage.com

